
UNLOCKING POTENTIAL OF YOUR CRYPTO 

5 Reasons for a Dedicated Node Pro at either 
$25K, $75K or $200K :



WHY I JUST BOUGHT A DEDICATED NODE PRO ? 

DEDICATED
PRO

+8%

DEDICATED 
NODE PRO

Validity : 7 Years

& more…

$25,000+

1. I do own BTC, ETH, USDT, DOT, BNB and i simply 
want to earn on them during this crypto phase we are in 
8% EXTRA on TOP – which becomes crazy 

15% on BTC
18% on ETH
22% on USDT
24% on DOT and
23% on BNB

Only THIS 8% will pay me back my $25K Node Pro
several times a year and i can use it for even 7 years !
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2. I am simply turning $25.000 into $50.000 over a periode 
of 100 weeks (23 months). That‘s approx. 100% per year 
and even more, as i am withdrawing only every 2nd week 
and the other weeks i do compounding:

I will get 28% p.a. on STKK Token within the STREAKK 
Wallet! Do you know the power of compounding? 

Only THIS will give me in my opinion a 3X of my $25K
Node Pro and even possibly more thru compounding
within a short time span of less than 2 years!
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3. I am getting STKK Token worth $25.000 as a gift which 
are locked for 100 weeks. 
What do YOU think how much the STKK Token will cost in 
100 weeks? 

2 times more than today? 
5 times more than today? 
10 times more than today? 

Whatever the right answer is – there is probably no 
chance to get more STKK (FREE!) for this price than it is 
TODAY. 

I do believe that this ‚Token-Gift‘ alone, will payback
my package 5 times in 100 weeks or even way more.
$25.000 today might turn into $100.000 or more!
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4. I am also using the affiliate program and having a $25K 
package, i can show my prospects LIVE a daily Cashflow 
of $72 USD and a monthly cashflow of approx. $2200! 
This is more than most people do earn by a full time job!
With this money, i am paying my bills, increasing my 
portfolio and i have the liberty to not sell any token-assets i 
do own and what needs to grow and mature over time!

By compounding and business building, i am 
reaching a $10K per month cashflow in no time!
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5. $25.000 are opening up $100.000 Earning Limit which 
is great. If only 4 direct referrals do follow my example, I 
am already in the Emerald position which gives me:

ü $15.000 UniLevel Commission
ü $4000 Rank Achievement Bonus
ü 2,5% Lifetime Bonus (Global Pool) .. 

Paid every month FOR LIFE !

This only will payback my Dedicated Node several
times over the next weeks, months and years to come!



DON’T JUST 

DREAM 
MAKE IT 

HAPPEN 


